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Abstract— Research article plays a vital role in developing a knowledge which is helpful in the analysis. There are
many reference papers already made by researchers. To search an appropriate research paper is a tedious task. The
traditional approach is focused on keyword-based searches to obtain a list of papers. And it requires researchers to
review papers for selection as a reference paper. This is a time-consuming approach; this new technique is efficient
and has a great demand in the processing of papers. To make it possible citation recommendation is used with mutual
reinforcement on three layers. Each paper is considered as a vertex of the paper layer, author layer, and venue layer.
To improve citation recommendation clustering is used with three strategies.
Keywords—Clustering, Mutually reinforced model, personalized citation recommendation, three-layered interactive
clustering, Collaborative filtering, Tokenization.
I.

INTRODUCTION

World is changing day by day. Every day some new inventions and experiments are found in technologies trying to find
an easy solution for the existing system. Likewise, scientific literature also trending, therefore it is very difficult for
researchers to go through all the available literature. The regular approach to search the paper is depending on keywordbased searching. In this, it fetches the list of related papers and requires the analyst to review them and then choose the
correct paper as a reference paper. But this required a large time and especially it is challenging for young researchers.
Therefore the next technique is found which is effective for processing. Citation recommendation is a new technique that
recommends a list of the reference paper which is related to the researcher's information needs and it is the required
technique to solve the problem. There are various forms of citation recommendation available that are Elsevier, Pub Med,
and Spring Link which recommend the paper which is related to personalized interest of research by email alerts but to
recommend, researchers must have to provide the information of their categories of interest others assume that
researchers have provided some information which may be citation context, a small part of the reference list. But this
assumption is impractical therefore here the main focus on a genuine personalized citation recommendation task. There
are three strategies for citation recommendation 1) Graph-based approaches 2) Content-based filtering (CBF) 3)
Collaborative filtering (CF). Therefore here for personalized citation recommendation needs to integrate the identity of
researchers and query text information that gives the list of the related reference paper.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A literature review is a overview of all the knowledge available on a specific topic till date. When it comes to a research
topic the first step is in the direction of conducting research is learn more about the previous research published on the
topic, and this eventually translates into literature review.

Citation Recommendation:- Searching related papers on site is very hard work for researchers, but citation
recommendation can overcome this drawback.
Yang et al. [1] expand a ranking oriented CF approach, based on user’s access logs to recommend papers. Kang et al. [2]
provide missing elements of rating matrix using low-rank assumption and then construct recommendations based on the
recovered matrix. Chandrasekaran et al.[3] generate user profiles based on user authorship of the already published
paper. The related paper is recommended by measuring the similarities between the profiles of the papers in the
collection and the user's profile.CF is domain independent because it collects user feedback on items and recommends
this item based on similarities displayed between the profiles of users. M. Balabanovi´c and Y. Shoham [4]CBF has much
quality like the ability to generate recommendations over all items in the domain. Nascimento et al. [5] evaluate the
content of full paper as input and to construct queries, and then request to the recommend candidate papers that are
related to the input paper. Torres et al. [6] expand hybrid approaches for merging CF and CBF to recommend research
papers.CF used KNN algorithm to output an ordered list of input citation as recommendation and CBF recommended
papers by merging similarities between the current paper and the papers in the collection. McNee [7] created a paper
recommendation by a hybrid approach by combining CF CBF techniques. Zhou et al. [8] measured the similarity
between author paper graph, paper citation graph, and venue paper graph. Gori and Pucci [9] developed a random walk
based approach to recommend research papers. Meng et al [10] presented a personalized citation recommendation
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approach which contains a different kind of information like the content of papers, citation into unified graph model and
authorship.

Mutual Reinforcement: - Mutual reinforcement integrate interrelationship between author-to-paper, author-tovenue, venue-to-paper relationship and intrarelationship between author-to-author, venue-to-venue, and paper-to-paper
relationship. Into a three-layered graph and develop citation recommendation with the help of a mutually reinforcing
manner.
X. Xu, Z. Huang, L. Zuo, and H. He [11] Mutual reinforcement is using for summarization research. Zha [12] developed a
principal of mutual reinforcement to extract sentences and key phrases. Wei et al. [13] applied mutual reinforcement
principal to the term, document chain and sentences and proposed a ranking approach for query oriented summarization.

Multilayered Clustering:- In multilayered clustering two types of objects are simultaneously clustered so the
much attention is drawn in multilayered clustering.
L. Labiod and M. Nadif [14] some methods are applied for a two-layered clustering algorithm to solve the higher order
clustering algorithm. Bekkerman et al. [15] applied different types of objects clustered by distributed clustering. Cheng et
al. [16] nonnegative matrix factorization one by one clustered terms, documents and authors but they only used
interrelationship. Han, R. Quan, D. Zhang, and F. Nie [17] multilayered classification and multilayered clustering are
different things. Cai and Li [18] proposed two frameworks i.e. integrated clustering framework and interactive clustering
framework to cluster different types of text objects.

Fig. 1 Three-layered graph.
III.

PRAPOSED WORK

The proposed work includes a citation search engine and recommendation system in which any student/researcher can
search for a research paper and get recommended reference papers along with matching papers. To improve the
performance of the searching the proposed work includes the k-means clustering algorithm to form documents clusters. It
also considers reference paper recommendations by using a user-defined algorithm. Along with papers searching and
reference papers recommendation, the paper will be recommended in the model in which collaborative, profile wise and
preferences wise citation recommendation techniques will be considered. The proposed work will include the following
modules
A)

Admin panel:- Admin will view researchers detail and search papers

B)

User management:- User will upload a research paper with details and search research paper

C)

Document searching:- document searching will includes
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1)

Specify search query

2)

Tokenization

3)

Keywords extraction

4)

Keywords re-formulation with keywords synonyms

5)

Search keywords in the database

6)

Display matching results in clusters using k-means clustering.

D) Document clustering:- Clustering algorithm will form clusters of search documents.
E) Reference Document Recommendation:- when the user selects any paper for more information system will
automatically find out reference papers related to the selected paper and recommend it to the user.
IV.

CONCLUSION

Three-layered mutual reinforcement are useful in citation recommendation. A three-layered mutual reinforcement model
is recommended by personalized query oriented reference papers that perform experiments on datasets and proposed
approaches in comparison with the other citation recommendation approaches. This is a time-consuming approach; this
new technique is efficient and has a great demand in the processing of papers.
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